Video streaming over peer-to-peer 
I. Introduction
For many decades, video has been an important media for communications and entertainment. Attempts to display media on computers date back to the early days of computing. However, little progress was made for decades, primarily due to the high cost and limited capabilities of computer hardware. Nevertheless, recent advances in computer networking combined with powerful home computers and modern operating systems made multimedia systems practical and affordable for ordinary consumers. In general, multimedia systems can be found three different forms [16] : stand alone systems, systems connected via dedicated links, and systems connected via the public Internet. While the popularity of the first two forms has increased at a rapid rate, the last form could not be widely used due to the shortcomings of the current best-effort Internet such as unknown and time-varying bandwidth, delay, losses and difficulty in fair sharing of the network resources. To overcome some of these shortcomings without changing the Internet, researchers have been extensively investigating various multimedia streaming schemes.
Several studies (e.g., [21] , [3] , [5] ) focus on streaming of pre-encoded video which is the most common method today. Some focus on encoding and streaming video for applications such as videoconferencing [21] , [3] , [22] , [5] , [8] . In general, streaming schemes try to address several key issues by using different mechanisms such as controlling error including retransmissions, added redundancy using forward error correction (FEC) [17] , [25] , [5] , error concealment [3] , [5] and error resilient video coding [17] . To improve streaming over best-effort networks, researchers also proposed several mechanisms including the use of content delivery networks [1] , [20] , [22] , caching [7] , [11] , [2] , patching [7] , [8] and transcoding [10] .
Next frontier in streaming is peer-to-peer networks which introduces additional challenges such as streaming from multiple nodes and selecting a set of peers. In [13] , an optimization based framework is proposed to retrieve packets from the node which minimizes loss and delay. Using FEC together with rate allocation [14] in distributed streaming reduces probability of packet loss in bursty loss environments caused by network congestion resulting in higher visual quality for the streamed video. PeerCast [6] streams live media using an overlay tree formed by clients and CoopNet [15] proposes a mechanisms for cooperation of clients to distribute streaming video when server is overloaded. A peer-to-peer media streaming model with an optimal media data assignment algorithm and a differentiated admission control protocol is proposed [24] . Hybrid CDN, peer-to-peer media distribution results in efficient use of CDN resources [23] . Layered peer-to-peer streaming handles asynchrony of user requests and heterogeneity of peer network bandwidth [4] . Administrative organization of peers results in reduced control overhead in media streaming [18] . Promise peer-to-peer system [9] supports peer lookup, peer-based aggregated streaming and dynamic adaptations when network and peer conditions change. Peer-to-peer streaming in which each peer stores partial video is proposed in [19] . This approach uses on demand approach of segment selection. In this paper, we perform segment selection using a distributed data structure.
All of the above techniques assumes that the whole movie is stored at all the peers. Accordingly, they focused on how to choose the peers based on their delay, loss and outgoing bandwidth. However, if peers store partial video, a whole new set of challenges are introduced including the following:
• How can a client determine whether a given set of peers are enough to stream the video? • Given space for k segments, how can a peer determine the k segments that it stores? • Should a peer cooperate with other peers to determine which fragments it stores? • How much control information needs to be exchanged to determine the supplying peers when a client requests a movie? In this paper, we propose a distributed data structure that can be used for peer-to-peer streaming when each peer stores a fraction of the video. Proposed data structure organizes peers thereby reducing message overhead to find peers for streaming. Proposed scheme allows individual nodes to store as many segments as they want and store the segments they choose (with some restrictions). Simulation results support feasibility of proposed data structure.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: we describe the system model in Section II, join and leave algorithms in Section III. Section IV presents simulation results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. System Model
We describe the proposed data structure for a single movie, a separate data structure needs to be constructed for each movie. We assume that the movie is divided into N equal size segments and segment i is denoted by S i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N . A client stores consecutive segments of the movie after he/she views the movie. The number of segments stored by the client depends on storage space and bandwidth available at the client and is determined by the client. If a client is able to store k segments, the movie is divided into 
For example, possible blocks for k = 2 and N = 5 are {1, 2},{3, 4} and {5}. In this case last block has a single segment. The client stores k consecutive segments of the selected block. Storing consecutive segments has two main advantages: it reduces overhead of the data structure and uses a good peer as long as possible. Selection of segments based on the blocks guarantees that each segment appears in the system approximately equal number of times. To enable faster access to the prefix of the movie, probability of selecting the first block can be increased resulting in larger number of nodes which has the prefix. Suppose each peer independently selected a range of segments and stored them. Now, the key question is how to stream the whole movie. For this, we propose a distributed data structure called PeerGraph in which each peer determines other peers having the previous or subsequent segments of the movie and maintains pointers to these peers. Figure 1 illustrates a PeerGraph for N = 5 segments and M = 8 peers.
A streaming session starts from one of the nodes storing S 1 (e.g., nodes 1, 3, 6 in Figure 1 ) and follows one of many forward links at each step to reach a node storing S N (e.g., one of nodes 2, 5, 8 in Figure 1 ). The goal of having multiple links is to let the streaming node choose one good peer based on loss and bandwidth. The streaming node can probe all the potential links by computing loss rate and available bandwidth and pick one based on the results. The tests can be interleaved with streaming to prevent gaps in streaming experience. Nodes with content can join and leave the system. Therefore, join and leave operations should be efficient.
We now formally define the proposed (PeerGraph) data structure. The notation used throughout the paper is given in Table I . In addition, we use the following terms: 
]. In this case v is called a backward neighbor of node u.
• reverse pointer: A reverse pointer from node u to node v means that node u is a forward neighbor of node v. Reverse pointer is used to guarantee that each node has a path to itself from a node with segment S 1 .
Using above notation, we can define PeerGraph data structure as follows. Definition: 1: A PeerGraph with parameters l > 1 and κ > 1 is a distributed data structure for a movie with N segments with the following requirements
• Each node (except nodes with segment S N ) has [l, κl] forward pointers each pointing to a different node.
• Each node (except nodes with segment S 1 ) has [l, κl] backward pointers each pointing to a different node.
• Each node (except nodes with segment S 1 ) has a single reverse pointer.
In essence, PeerGraph consists of several nodes. Each node u maintains the segments in the range [S min u
, S
max u ] and tries to determine at least l and at most κl forward pointers and backward pointers. For each forward pointer F P u (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ κl the number of segments and index of maximum segment at node F P u (i) is stored at node u to efficiently perform the join operation. Similarly, for each backward pointer BP u (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ κl the number of segments and index of minimum segment at node BP u (i) is stored at each node u. In addition, a single reverse pointer RV u is stored at each node. Reverse pointer RV u is used to guarantee that there is at least one path from a node with segment S 1 to the current node u. For example, Figure 2 shows the node structure of node 7 in Figure 1 . Node 7 has 2 forward pointers pointing to nodes 5 and 8. Node 5 stores 2 segments maximum segment being S 5 and node 8 stores 1 segment maximum segment being S 5 . F P 7 (i) Fig. 2 . Node Structure of node 7.
Node 7 has 2 backward pointers pointing to nodes 3 and 6. Node 3 stores 2 segments minimum segment being S 1 and node 6 stores 2 segments minimum segment being S 1 . Reverse pointer RV 7 points to node 3. Based on the definiton of PeerGraph data structure space requirement per node is 2κl(4 + 2 log N ) + 4. 
III. PeerGraph Algorithms

A. Join Operation
= 1).
Join algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. First, new node u searches for a node that contains the first segment S 1 using the function FindAStartNode. Finding a start node is the only additional support needed from the network, everything else is done using the PeerGraph structure. Once a start node is selected, the node u searches for its position in PeerGraph by following a randomly selected forward pointer using the function RandomForwardPointer. When a node (say p) that contains S min u − 1 is located, the backward pointers need to be setup. For this the algorithm finds all the backward neighbors of forward neighbors of p and all the forward neighbors of
Algorithm 1 Join(u, P G)
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. backward neighbors of p. As a result, a candidate set P S is constructed. Next, the pointers in the candidate set are checked to see if they have the desired segment S i and if they do they are placed in the set RS. Then l nodes are picked from the result set.
Next step is to set the reverse pointer. In essence, this algorithm uses the same candidate set found above for setting backward pointers, and ask if any of these nodes can add a forward pointer to node u.
Finally, node u searches for a node that contains S max u + 1. When such a node p is located, the forward pointers need to be setup. First a candidate set of pointers is constructed and l nodes are picked from the result set. Complexity of node join operation is O(N + l) since in the worst case each node can store a single segment causing traversal of N nodes and setting up forward and backward pointers requires O(l) cost.
B. Leave Operation
A node u with k segments S min u , . . . , S max u leaves the system after it notifies its forward neighbors that it is leaving the system. Leave algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. Forward pointers are notified because they
Algorithm 2 Leave(u, P G) P G
NotifyNode(F P (i)) 3: end for might have a reverse pointer pointing to node u. Consider node 7 in Figure 1 as an example. Nodes 5 and 8 have reverse pointers pointing to node 7. When node 7 leaves the system all the forward neighbors (node 5 and 7 in this case) are notified. Nodes 5 and 8 can run SetReverseP ointer routine to establish new reverse pointers. In Figure 1 nodes 3 and 6 have forward pointers pointing to node 7 and when node 7 leaves the system the pointers will not be valid. In PeerGraph each node periodically verifies that its neighbors are alive using short AreY ouAlive messages. Using this mechanism nodes 3 and 6 can detect that node 7 has left the system and establish new neighbors is necessary.
IV. Simulation
PeerGraph data structure is simulated using discrete event based simulation library CSIM [12] . Each node is implemented as a separate process in CSIM. We first create desired number of nodes and randomly select the range of segments stored at each node. For these, we have a parameter SP max which bounds the fraction of movie stored at a node. In simulations SP max varies from 0.1 to 0.9 with increments of 0.1. Given N and SP max, each node u determines k by selecting a random number from the set {1, . . . , N * SP max} and then selects a random block from the set {1, . . . , N k }. We conducted several simulations to understand the impact of various parameters on the performance. Due to space limitation, we focus on a small subset of interesting simulation results.
In Figure 3(a) , we demonstrate the impact of SP max and M on the number of nodes used to successfully complete streaming requests.
When the number of nodes that store a movie is small, in most cases, it is not possible to complete a streaming session using a PeerGraph data structure. With the increase in number of nodes, we may complete a streaming session by combining the segments stored at many nodes, increasing the number of hops involved in successful streaming. Simulation results show that this is the case until a threshold. After the threshold, the number of hops does not increase with the addition of more nodes. Instead, we see that increasing SP max rather than adding new nodes is a better strategy to reduce the number of hops in streaming.
In Figure 4 (a), we look at the impact of SP max and node dynamics on the number of hops involved in successfully complete streaming. As expected, the number of hops decreases as the number of segments stored at each node increases. However, the fraction of nodes that leave the PeerGraph does not affect the number of hops much since the nodes dynamically call join procedure when the conditions in Definition 1 are not satisfied.
Next, we consider the factors impacting the number of forward links. When forward neighbor of a node leaves, the number of forward pointers decreases. When a new node u adds a reverse pointer to node v, it forces node v to add a new forward neighbor to node u. To accommodate such scenarios, if possible, we add between l and (κ+1)l 2 forward pointers for a new node using a probabilistic scheme. When the set of candidates A for forward neighbors is computed, the element in position i is added as forward neighbor with probability p i , which is defined as follows.
Clearly, p i is linear between l and . In Figure 3 (b) we demonstrate the impact of number of nodes and SP max on the number of forward links. As the number of nodes increase, each nodes has a chance of increasing the the number of forward links.
In Figure 4 (b) we consider the impact of node dynamics on the number forward links. As nodes leave, the number
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. When adding backward pointers, we use the same probabilistic approach used above for forward pointers. Figure 3 (c) and Figure 4 (c) show the number of backward pointers under the same scenario considered for forward pointers. In general, we see the same trend as in forward pointers. That is (1) number of backward links increase as the number of nodes increase and stays constant after a threshold, (2) number of backward pointers decreases as nodes leave the system but not much affected.
As nodes join and leave the system, some nodes may end up having less than l backward or forward pointers and a path from the node to a node with segment S N may not exist. This causes an incomplete streaming session. We measure this effect using success rate metric. Success rate for different scenarios is given in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 5 . As nodes leave the system, success rate decreases and storing more segments at a node results in better success rate.
One of the design goals of PeerGraph data structure is to determine replication decisions independently, yet guarantee some balance of segments among the active nodes. We provide the segment distribution here to show this fact. Figure 6 (b) shows for each segment the fraction of active nodes containing the segment. As nodes leave the data structure the fraction decreases. However, it is still balanced. PeerGraph data structure does not guarantee that the number of incoming forward pointers to nodes will be balanced. We next investigate this using simulation results. Assume that node u stores only the segment S i . Only nodes that store segment S i−1 can have a forward pointer to node u by the definition of forward pointer. Assume another node v that stores the segments S i , . . . , S j . All the nodes that store segments S i−1 through segment S j−1 can have a forward pointer to node v. So, the more the This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE "GLOBECOM" 2008 proceedings. number of segments stored is, the more potential there is for incoming forward pointers. The data from simulation results is given in Figure 6 (c). x axis denotes the number of segments stored at the node and y axis shows the average number of incoming forward pointers. The increasing trend can be observed in the figure as the number of segments stored is increased. This trend is based on the number of segments stored at a node and independent of the number of active nodes.
V. Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a distributed data structure called PeerGraph for streaming in peer-to-peer networks. Proposed data structure allows nodes to store the video partially while enabling efficient streaming. Replication decision is made independently by each node in a way that guarantees balanced segment distribution among active nodes. We investigate the proposed scheme using extensive simulations. Simulation results show the feasibility of the approach.
